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Objective

• View a geographical representation of our employee base, along with other 
attributes, within and across work sites.

• Use JMP 10 Geographic maps to uncover new opportunities for face-to-face 
collaboration amongst teams, which can easily go undetected.

Methods

• Bubble plots, local data filters, heat maps, background maps, and custom graph 
point features within JMP 10.

Why JMP?

• Having these mapping capabilities in JMP avoided the use of specialty mapping 
software, which can be expensive and complex.



• Visualizing data on a map quickly engages the conversation by focusing on key points
• Exploring how dispersed employees are across the country
• Local data filters allow for quick filtering on each map to reduce noise

- Filtering on each executive quickly shows the spread of employees for that one 
executive
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Methods: Mapping by Executive

Figure 1. Employee work locations based on zip code per Executive identifying six primary work sites



Methods: Zip code heat maps - Distance between sites
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• Heat maps used to quickly view employee populations by zip code 
• Custom graph points identify sites and other landmarks
• Distance between sites 
• Identified sites within scope and guided further research

Figure 2. Heat Map of Atlanta sites by Zip Code

Figure 3. Setting up custom graph points

Note: One downside of using zip code data is that zip codes
can change often and some areas, such as state parks or military

bases, may not have zip codes.



Methods: Bubble Plots – Employee base and radius distance
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• Bubble plots used to visualize exact site locations and employee size 
• Radius circles coded to visualize sites within 10 and 25 miles of primary site
• Helped target which sites to further split out by business group/job function

Figure 4. Bubble plot of Los Angeles region sites, county background, by Lat. & Long.
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Methods: Bubble plots – Business divisions

• Identified grouped business divisions and employee counts within key sites
• Compared like job functions across sites to connect teams
• Used as a tool for further needed research, e.g. floors teams are located, etc.
• Connected groups in same and surrounding geographic locations

Figure 5. Identifying specific sites and the number 
of employees per sub line of business for each site

Figure 6. Identifying job roles for sites within zip code 15268 with zip code background
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Results

Discussion

Conclusion

Acknowledgements, References

The enhanced mapping capabilities within JMP 10 assisted with easily and quickly 
identifying the location of key sites, managers of those sites, distance between sites, 
and the sub groups within those sites. Showing these maps to executives was vital in 
engaging the lines of businesses.

• Street level views were desired in this analysis, but were not available within JMP 
10 and add-ins were not successful in creating detailed street views. (Desired 
street views similar to that of Google and Bing maps).

• Combining map layers would be a nice to have (one graph with bubble plot and zip 
code heat map capabilities rolled into one).

• Byron Wingerd. Circle script 

• Gregg, X. “US ZIP code map files in JMP”. 

- http://blogs.sas.com/content/jmp/2012/04/03/us-zip-code-map-files-in-jmp/

http://blogs.sas.com/content/jmp/2012/04/03/us-zip-code-map-files-in-jmp/
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Other Map Examples
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Script to Draw Radius Circles

The length of a degree of latitude in nautical miles was calculated then multiplied by 
the number of miles desired for the radius circle size. 

1

Length of degree 
of latitude

*  Radius size in miles

Note: With this calculation, you must calculate the “Length of 
a degree of latitude” for each latitude as that number can 
change from one region to another. There are multiple online 
resources for calculating that number.


